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Welcome to AMX and
the Effective Auditorium
The crowd is energetic, the auditorium
looks great and you’re ready to dazzle
them with your multimedia presentation.
You approach the podium and
acknowledge the crowd - but then you’re
lost as you discover a bewildering array of
buttons and remotes on the podium.
“How do I work this thing?”
AMX’s Effective Auditorium solution
provides a powerful but easy-to-use
presentation platform that eliminates the
technology hassle and lets you focus on delivering a
knock-out presentation. With AMX and the Enova
DVX All-In-One Presentation Switchers, each
auditorium has state-of-the-art audio and video
management capabilities to ensure the best user
experience
for
educational
institutions,
entertainment venues, corporations, government
agencies and other managers of large meeting and
presentation facilities. The Enova DVX’s All-in-One
platform comes in several configurations and sizes
(6x2, 6x3 and 10x4) and combines a Controller,
Switcher, Scaler, Signal Converter and Amplifier
with a professional grade DSP – all in a single box.
THE PERFECT AUDITORIUM
The perfect auditorium begins with efficient behindthe-scenes management of all your audio, video
and data sources. The Enova DVX seamlessly
manages your content so that it can be delivered to
any of your displays, screens and speakers whether on the stage or on the other side of a large
hall. And it all happens in real time, without extra
programming or configuration.
YOU’RE IN CONTROL
The AMX Auditorium Solution includes Modero X
Series Touch Panels, environmental sensors and
controls that give you absolute command over your
auditorium’s lighting, screens, blinds and other

environmental fixtures – all from the podium or
lectern. You can also adjust the volume, choose
which source is sent to the projector and select a
secondary display. You’re always in complete
control.
MAXIMUM CLARITY
The Enova DVX includes a built-in amplifier and
digital signal processor for configuring room audio
for optimal volume and clarity. Additionally our
revolutionary SmartScale® and InstaGate Pro™
technologies ensure the best video resolution and
hassle-free HDMI/HDCP authentication. There’s no
easier way to deliver crystal clear video and razor
sharp audio configured uniquely to the varying
parameters of each auditorium.
UNITY
The Enova DVX Presentation Switcher consolidates
several different components into a single 3U
chassis, which means the brains of your auditorium
can fit in the room itself – even at the base of the
podium. That means you can save valuable meeting
space and enjoy superior reliability from your AV
system.
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